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                    Industrial kilns for ceramics and accessories

                
                MAESTRO Roller kilns for tiles

                
	               
                    
SACMI produces single and double-channel thermal machines for ceramic product firing. Sacmi MAESTRO kilns can be equipped with devices designed to ensure heat recovery, energy saving and cost cutting.
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                        «MAESTRO» KILN RANGE

                        

                        
                            SINGLE LAYER ROLLER KILN FOR TILES

                        
                        
                        
                        
                            
                                MAESTRO is the new range of SACMI kilns equipped with an innovative heat and air control system, ensuring perfect firing of slabs and tiles.Read more
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                            DOUBLE LAYER ROLLER KILN FOR TILES

                        
                        
                        
                        
                            
                                In the FBN dual-channel kiln, adjustments, cycles and temperatures can be set independently. This makes the machine flexible ensuring low energy consumption.
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                    Keramull KM 230

                    
                        Ceramic roller for roller kiln

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Standard roller, to be used for general purposes. Its mechanical properties are enhanced in hot working conditions for temperatures below 1200 °C. Recommended for preheating and cooling.
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                    Keramull KM 250 

                    
                        Ceramic roller for roller kiln

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Semi-technical roller, with good mechanical properties which, combined with a low vitreous percentage, make it suitable for use in all areas of the kiln.
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                    Keramull KM 301AR 

                    
                        Ceramic roller for roller kiln

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Technical roller, featuring excellent resistance to chemical stress.  Its physical characteristics make it suitable for use even in the firing area, with medium/high loads.
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                    Keramull KM 306 SH

                    
                        Ceramic roller for roller kiln

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Highly technical roller, characterised by a high elastic modulus and low porosity. Ideally used in high temperature working conditions with high loads, during pre-firing and firing.  
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                    Keramull KM 605 AT 

                    
                        Ceramic roller for roller kiln

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Hyper-technical roller, it guarantees excellent material support for the production of all types of tile, 3 to 20 mm thick.  Excellent thermal shock strength facilitating maintenance operations. Read more
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                    Keramull KM 610 SHD 

                    
                        Ceramic roller for roller kiln

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Hyper-technical roller.  The innovative production technique based on raw materials spraying and extremely high firing temperatures makes it suitable for use in maximum stress conditions. Read more
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                    Keramull KM RR-LTE

                    
                        Ceramic roller for roller kiln

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Special silicon carbide-based roller for the rapid cooling area of the kiln. The product is characterized by a very low expansion coefficient, remarkable thermal conductivity and an excellent stability in case of high thermal gradient.
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                    Vector® 

                    
                        Ceramic roller for roller kiln

                    
                    
                    


                    
                        
                            Special, patented roller.  Through the use of different peripheral speeds, it is able to realign tile feeding before the material reaches the firing area.
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                    SACMI IMOLA S.C

Via Selice Provinciale, 17/A

    - 
40026
Imola
BO 


    - Italy



Tel.: +39-0542-607111
Fax: +39-0542-642354


E-mail: sacmi@sacmi.it  - sacmiimola@legalmail.it - sacmiamministrazione@legalmail.it

VAT No.  IT00498321207
Tax code and Corp. Reg. no.: 00287010375
R.E.A: BO-8924
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